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411 ABOUT THE PROJECT

The Fordson Arabic Bilingual Demonstration Project is designed to assist

recently arrived Arab students, limited in English proficiency (LEP), to

adapt to a large and comprehensive high school. The project consists of

academic and vocational instructional modules, reading services to teachers

and students, bilingual aide and resource services, computer and television

modules, staff development activities, and home-community liaison.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
The modules were designed to assist LEP students in critical instructional

areas throughout the school curriculum. These areas of focus were determined

by a needs survey of the entire Fordson school community. Each module con-

sists of seven parts: title, objectives, pretest, language (vocabulary and

411 usage) activities, evaluation, and supplementary materials. Modules were.

translated, duplicated, and field tested.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR.

Roger St. John did his undergraduate work at Northern Michigan

University and his graduate training at the University of Michigan.

Roger has taught Electronics at Fordson High School and Henry Ford

Community College for 18 years. Rick Topolewski provided additional

technical assistance in the construction of this module. The concepts

developed in this instructional module are considered essential for

beginning limited English proficiency students in Electronics.
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ELECTRICITY

Common Terms Used in the Study of Electricity

.0'

Developed By:

Roger L. St. John

and

Richard R. Topolewski
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This bilingual module has been developed to assist limited English

0 proficiency students to know how to use the most common terms in the

study of electricity. This unit is designed for students enrolled in

electronics courses.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

S

The student will:

know how to use the most common terms in the study

of electricity.

The student will:

1. know tne meaning of the most common terms used

in electricity in the first two weeks of class

well enough to understand the lessons that will

follow;

2. use the electrical terms correctly in verbal

and written communication in the classroom

within the first two weeks attaining a pro-

ficiency (as observed by the teacher) to

allow them to succeed in further lessons;

3. correctly pronounce all the terms so they can

be understood.

7
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PRETEST

Match the letters A through D to-the

numbers 1 through 4.

1. voltage

2. current

3. resistance

4. power

A. the flow of electrons

B. voltage and current together

C. opposition

D. electrical pressure, potential
difference

Match the letters E through H to the

numbers 5 through 8.

5. ampere

6: volt

7. ohm

8. watt

E. unit of measure for voltage

F. unit of measure for current

G. unit of measure for resistance

H. unit of measure for power

Go on to next page.
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PRETEST (continued) ( e,L.e) (.5.14,4Z jLeZ11

Match the letters I through L to the

numbers 9 through 12.

9. electron

10. proton

11. atom

12. neutrons

asIll (J) i.,JI (1) v.. g.i."),..11 (.24

(IT) ,JI 1.1) 0

( 4:41:JJ-e 1.

1.),S

m..$ J414 J.11 J.0.1 IT

I. smallest particle of an element

J. negative particle

K. neutral particle

L. positive particle

Match the letters M through P to the

numbers 13 through 16.

13. molecules

14. elements

15. static

16. coulomb

joaad cri sig.)? J.1.1 _

4.4

4.>?*

jpo 'q>

'11'1'21 a- (e) (r) ce.j.,./NA r1.2

(1s) u.11 (sr) 0-

(*uniOi ) 1r

lE

10

La"" ..),&1641 r.rJ.rs

M. smallest particle of a material

N. basic substance of all material

0. not moving

P. a large number of electrons

9
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PRONUNCIATION KEY

/a/ as in Adam

/i/ as in cake

/e/ as In let

/57 as in meet

/1/ as in sit

/T/ as in ice cream

/0/ as in hot

/6/ as in Coke

/u/ as in Seven up

/a/ as in blue

/b/ as in boy

c equals /s/ as in cents (100

111 /k/ as in cat

/d/ as in day

/f/ as in four

g equals /g/ as in 2!)
/dz/ as in page

/h/ as in he

j equals /dz/ as in jail

/k/ as in kick

/1/ as in Cola

10

/m/ as in man

/n/ as in man

/p/ as in Or. Pepper

qu equals /kw/ as in slit

/r/ as in run

/s/ as in sun

/t/ as in ten

/v/ as in van

/w/ as in woman

/x/ as in extra

/y/ as in Yet (sometimes /I/ as
in many)

/z/ as in zebra

/sh/ as in shut

/ch/ as in church

/ng/ as in stag.

/th/ (voiced) as in this

/th/ (unvoiced) as in thing

oo equals /u/ as in food
/u/ as in good

4



LANGUAGE PAGE

1. voltage (vblitij)
at>

electric potential or potential ImIAJLe ajj J1 44,Lej+S
difference expressed in volts

2. current (ker'ent)

flow of electrons expressed in a

rate of flow as amperes

3. resistance (re zis'tans)

the opposition offered by a sub-

stance to the movement of electrons

4. power (pou'er)

force or energy applied to work

411 5. ampere (am'per)

the unit of measure for current

6. volt (v51t)

the unit of measure of voltage

7. ohm (5M)

the unit of measure of resistance

8. watt (wot)

the unit of measure for electrical

power

9. electron (e lek' tron)

part of an atom with a negative

charge that can be moved with

little effort

L-% T

Az-s 4=A-cy-wiS

- r

TaLAJI ,011.7, 4.104,1j...1AVI

15J2J

. `1... J! Ti 11, J1

o

J 1.1> j

1-Li 1

y

ULa. Lye 1-,ei

II A

Let Leji_IJI aa..,

Le.>S-11

cy.t..e kr1.11 er... I .)?
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LANGUAGE PAGE (continued)

10. proton (prUston)

part of an atom with a positive

charge that has weight and is

hard to move

11. atom (at'um)

the smallest particle of an

element

12. neutron (nirtron)

part of an atom with no

electrical charge

13. molecule Nolte kiul)

the smallest portion of an element

or compound that still holds its

identification

14. element (el'e ment)

basic part of all material

15. static (stat'ik)

stationary charge of electricity

16. coulomb (koolom)

a large amount of electric charge

or electrons

17. ion (T' on)

an atom that has an electric

charge

12
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

Objective:

The student will identify and pro-

nounce the terms used in the study of

electricity so that the teacher under-

stands what he is saying.

Directions:

From tie language sheet go over the

terms and their pronunciation until

you can look at the term and say it

fluently to the teacher.

If you have difficulty with some

of these terms, get the specific

language cards from the teacher. Go

to the library and get the Bell and

Howell Language Master machine. With

the cards and the machine, practice

saying each word after the machine

pronounces the term. See the term

on the card - say the word. Push

repeat button down and the card will

repeat the word. Get help from the

librarian if needed.

Practice these terms until you

can identify and pronounce all the

terms so the teacher can understand

you.

13
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 y 1.4)%eiLla

Objective:
The student will put terms used

in the study of electricity into
sentences to the teacher's satis-
faction.

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the following sentences

correctly using these words:

1. electricity

2. voltage

3. current

4. power

A. Jihad said that

is a potential difference between

two (2) points on a conducting

wire.

k'.34-11

14.a..1....dc.:01JL,ad1 t.4L6A awuk".

jo--az 44 st.e.j+IA 1.1JJ

rJAA-11 LA.) cry

ki-Cte LaJI

1.=.-1 141SJI -

01 Ji-t-?.

B. Wael wanted six (6) amperes of (1) lz.w 1 avjme

to flow in tir-lai"'

the circuit.
t.)-

I ail

C. Detroit Edison is our electric

company.

D. is the study 1.1

of electric motion and power.

ji-S J.1 ..".

1).3-:.11.,

14
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Self test:

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)(,)1.r.i.j..Juacrw.,..z.,

-la J

What are the terms that are described

below?

flow of electrons expressed in a

rate of flow as amperes.

force or energy applied to work.

1.kyou..J1..t.IJL,.*J14.16

I .LL. I
s

;11,I Lz...1).:ZJI yJ

yJ J.Lia&S

j.../10 trig 146.. IS LID JI

electric potential or potential til4.)1 .31..s

difference expressed in volts.

the opposition offered by a substance 1.5.).1..1 3.s L. 4.1t.: tja I

to the movement of electrons.

Refer to LANGUAGE PAGE if necessary.

15

Ly.11 tsJi

eua
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the following sentences

correctly using these words:

1. ampere

2. volt

3. ohm

4. watt

10

J L. L.:J1 J...S I

o J Lz.11 L.-15A

A. Sam used 3 of j,jaz_i r .I

curtent to get his car radio to

work.

B. A car radio used 12 iT u,-11 j,palj

to operate according to Hisham. y$

C. Detroit Edison charges about 3 cents

per thousand of power.

D. There is 1,200

of resistance in the circuit.

16

WI J5 J r vJ1y ILL. I

,,JI L.13JI

0-* itT..t4J1J
ajLIJA



STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the following sentences

correctly using these words:

1. ampere

2. volt

3. ohm

4. watt

A. Sam used 3 of

current to get his car radio to

work.

B. A car radio used 12

to operate according to Hisham.

C. Detroit Edison charges about 3 cents

per thousand of power.

D. There is 1,200

10

: t...4 I ..vo II I

,

JL.,..2_-.1. Ie I.,J 1...1.11 j....>JI J-05 I t

1I L:JI t.:. L.-1.-CJI

jeal..2aJ r ft... J....z.I

itizu Le.. a 1 j

1T 0)1 1.)Le..J1 J'ealJ CL_.'-;,.

LAJI JS j... Li.. c,1-:.:...... r t,,,J I ...,.% L.el I
1-5..):. L,JI li WI cr..

0,...,1.11 tx...e.x.):..,...3

Cr° 1.4J1ja aq.Jr

of resistance in the circuit. 1,11..,JtsA ljliail vi .....,L.L.A
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued) (e--=,t) T

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the following sentences

correctly using these words:

1. electron

2. proton

3. atom

4. neutron

A. A small part of an atom that has

no charge is called a

B. Hissam likes th,! word

which is the positive part of the

atom.

1.eJlz.11 J4414JItioSI

.c....LAJSJI tab "Ji'-.

I '.-J"
ur'JJ-1' T

- r
- E

oja.e.Ija jw.iir I

tysaw

1.4-1511 tt.

1J.111 5.)?-11

C. has little weight cw 4.J

and has a negative charge.

D. All matter is made up of

and they are

the smalledst particle of

an element.

18

. Le -X. J.+.4,11 vir

1....cj.4.2401aL.JS a

$ lj>111 4'J
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Self test:

Write the proper term for each of the

following descriptions:

the smallest particle of an

element.

part of an atom with a positive

charge that has weight and is

hard to move.

ST"' I .1 I

JS-1 Le. U.-4J! ZJLe. 0 I

le-11-1.11 Li I

IlLimILAIIrqjabe kpl ore

4.).114.11 1142,1 11.51).

part of an atom with no electric
k).1

charge. .

part of an atom with a negative

charge that can be moved with

little effort.

Refer to LANGUAGE PAGE if necessary.

19

e 1.).1 cra

JS1w aji....4.e

oLS IS! WI Q4I eJI
n eu.1
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the following sentences

correctly using these words:

1. molecule

2. -lements

3. static

4. coulomb

ZeJlzA ,6S1

cL.1......15A dab "11-----4,

A. Harry combined two elements to _ 7

form a

B. Sam learned in chemistry that

411 all material can be broken into

a limited number of

C. Eric got a shock from

electricity after walking on a

rug and then touching a metal

chair.

aLl 51-0...SA tit' 10. rjaz

J1 0.4 .3 J.32.4

1.41.4jt5 lAad. "olejl"

0-

" " Le. JS JJS

D. Jim said that 6,280,000,000,000 1,TA ul "F."+" JLJ
is an awful large amount of 141.41 ez...L.9.ei-SJI glib
electrons and should be called a ',Tea.' 01

20
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Self test: cr. I a j L...z.%>1

What are the terms that are 74,..,....ii c... 1 j L.,....JI V. L.
described below:

the smallest portion of an element

or compound that still holds its

identification.

stationary charges of electricity.

II 1...r..11

.rte -= cr. J-4.411 0J,41.0,

1..ii J1.> V 4.1.11.,keS.)... JI
4;ai.e.,.

LS I- let LiviS c... L:..ta'. t

basic part of all material. . L, -. js cr. te, 1..... I i..1. jr

'

a large amount of electric charge av!..L.,..A.S 1.Z.a..t cr. J.,i,y5 J1J.L.

or electrons.

21

Xyr=11.0** Cr Lig, j.eiS epa J 1
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3

Objective:

The student will improve his usage

of terms used in the study of

electricity by- working them into

common sentences.

DIRECTIONS:

Change the words around so that

410 they form a sentence related to the

study of electricity. Write the

sentence in the space below the

listed words.

22

l_w1J4 tri

(.7.6

1.4,Litz

utrirat.e L.4.1SJI

S 1 14>

t I .4rai 1.14411
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

1. unit of measure volt the is a

for voltage

- -----....-_-

yb 41..?,JI Jo-lill v. Lei 3.1.1.,

2. Jim's circuit current three(3) of (r) .i.z..13.:. tem...,sn jt....:Ji "".?." k).,.1.3
is flowing in

3. circuit to allow too much

resistance in the there was

it to work

4. power for supplies Detroit

Edison the electric this

area

What were the terms related to

electricity that were used in the

above statements?

1.

2.

3.

23

irk j.ix.. 0.4 c.1 J.,..,..4 I

v.; 2.0,,LAAA J.41 jam,..:, 01 cr. :Ala

kJ...az : j 1 .1.11 c....:, l..5

co.val cuvjjzva co.....z..,. IILLA

Li111.:..46/1 eak 1.02.1,...A-SJI

0 L,,,, ....SJI.,. a...6.= te?... 11 c:, 1 j Lead! vs. L.

T ells I c.-. I jii.:1 tr.: c....1.-az.. .1 ti...11
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

5. there was of the circuit one

part 5 volts across

6. flowing had a circuit six amperes

that 4ohn produced

18

.1..+1 ...IV.' 0.41.1LA utS

1.)11.1 44 jjaz 1

411, CU'?

7. the higher the meter resistance tre Lel54.7,1.11a.)1 y
read in ohms the higher the meter .3)1 1.0 Le *1?..," L.

Will

8. for our electricity of usage we st..)*SA A

pay of watts by the thousands

What were the terms related to

electricity that were used in the

above statements?

5.

6.

7.

8.

24

t-eASJ Le is,Z111 v I j LeAJI L.
1ts I I li.iJI tri ! trLut

0

1

v
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

9. gained a charge a atom that

has is called an ion

10. one point to another and can be

moved from has a negative

charge an electron

1.)3.31 I Th..:a4.

" Lk,,e1 " to.caz

e.J.41-vjtsji.1 um _ ).

0..

11. a positive charge the proton atom " J. 1.1.7.41J1

part of an is called with

12. the neutron has no electric charge

which of an atom is a part

What were the terms related to

electricity that were used in the

above statements?

vsaw 1.)3A

job kplA 1.:.7.4

ULaz...J1 4.1 cr L.
tri .1 4, s14

T I c I J.a.i it

9.

10. 1
11.

11

12.
1T

25
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

13. tiny particles all materials called js 11J4 lr

molecules are made up of ,ors::. Lrg-1-3 41,,4611

14. identity retain their the smallest

parts elements are of a material

that can

trravALz......J1 01 it

1414.3..J.,. 1.3 1..1l 0.

15. shock from a you can get quite LAI= u1 0-Cav er 14140 10

a static charge

16. to form a coulomb of electrons a 1 iz.4jlei-S11 cr rj-1,0 crejSz-1
large quantity it takes j I 4.14

What were the terms related to

electricity that were used in the

above statements?

I j cob L.

tra I cr:J1j

lla I I

13.
11"

14.
1

15. 10

16.
11

26



1. D

2. A 1

3. C

4. B

5. F j

6. E A

7. G ;

8. H

21

PRETEST -- ANSWER SHEET

9. J

10. L

- IS. E.,.=. jt-e*'.

J

11. I 1

12. K

13. M F

14. N 0

15. 0 up.

16. P E

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 -- ANSWER SHEET

Page8 Page 10 Page 12 Page 14

A. voltage A. amperes A. neutron A. molecule

B. current B. volts B. proton B. elements

C. power C. watts C. electron C. static

D. electricity D. ohm D. atoms D. coulomb

Self Test:

Page 9 Page 11 Page 13 Page 15

A. current A. watt A. atom molecule

B. power B. ohm B. proton B. static

C. voltage C. volt C. neutron C. element

D. resistance D. ampere D. electron D. coulomb

27



STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 -- ANSWER SHEET

1. The unit of measure for voltage is the volt.

2. Three (3) amperes of current is flowing in Jim's circuit.

3. There was too much resistance in the circuit to allow it to work.

4. Detroit Edison supplies the electric power in this area.

1. voltage 2. amperes 3. resistance 4. power

5. There was 5 volts across one part of the circuit.

6. John produced six amperes flowing in a circuit.

7. The higher the resistance in th' mnter, the higher the meter will read.

8. We pay for the usage of our electricity by the thousands of watts.

5. volts 6. amperes 8. resistance 8. watts

9. An atom that has gained a charge is call an ion.

1 10. An electron can be moved from one point to another and has a negative charge.

11. The part of an atom with a positive charge is called a proton.

12. The part of an atom which has no electrical charge is the neutron.

9. ion 10. electron 11. proton 12. neutron

13. All materials are made up of tiny particles called molecules.

14. Elements are the smallest parts of a material that can retain their identity.

15. You can get quite a shock from a static charge.

16. It takes a large quantity of electrons to form a coulomb.

13. molecules 14. elements 15. static 16. coulomb
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